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control, which first learned consciously would later have had a
stabilizing effect on his subconscious mind and sympathetic nerv-
ous system! Even now it will mean much if such a child can
be taken in hand by a wise parent or teacher who will substitute
healthful activity for his restlessness and in some way help him
to develop a sense of self-mastery. This will not only tend to
overcome his annoying personality defects, but will also influence
in a favorable way the functioning of his sympathetic nervous
system and through this his entire physical activity and make-up.
Nerve Imbalance. Lack of such inhibition often goes hand
in hand with a sympathetic nerve imbalance that interferes with
normal stability of all organic function, thus laying the founda-
tion for many of the vague, indefinite ailments that are so com-
monly the affliction of the nervous individual. Few realize that
the most important preventive treatment for these unhappy
mental and physical states might have had its beginnings in the
days of babyhood.
Restriction First. However, there is another angle from
which the question of the "don'ts" should be studied in its dis-
ciplinary bearings. Again we would stress the thought that the
successful teaching of obedience must begin with "No, no" and
"Don't." The first commands must needs be those of restric-
tion. This is so because, as we have just shown, baby's earliest
need psychologically is to develop his ability to check impulse,
this being one of the first essentials in stabilizing his nervous
system; because baby can understand a negative command
earlier than a positive one. He can understand and obey a com-
mand to let the ball alone at an age when it might be impossible
for him to know quite what was wanted if he were told to pick
it up. And because it is only in a restrictive command that the
parent has the advantage, he should never issue a mandate that
he might not be able to enforce. This last thought it may be well
for us to consider a little further. Physical chastisement is a
thing not idly or impatiently used, and in a well-regulated plan
of training is rarely necessary—the few times that it may have
had to be used having sufficed to impress the necessary lesson
for all time. But it has its place, and is wise in situations sug-
gested by our previous discussion. The important point to re-

